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UAH Propulsion Research Center
Standard Operating Procedure For:

Tail Cone Compression Test
SOP #:

PRC-SOP-USLI-014

Revision:

A

Version:

0

Operation:

Tail Cone Compression Testing

Test Location:

Johnson Research Center

Test Date: ___________________

Test Time Start: ______________

Finish: _______________

Test Team
NAME

ROLE

Notes:______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
This Procedure Contains the Following Hazards







Radioisotopes or X-rays
Carcinogenic/mutagenic/teratogenic
chemicals
Pressurized gases
Propellants/Combustion
High electrical voltage and or current






Lasers
Microbial and viral agents
Recombinant DNA/RNA molecules
Animal subjects
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REVISION BLOCK
Version increments are allowed for minor changes to incorporate redlines, or to add experienced
personnel to the Red Team. Version Increments only require a single approval from PRC Staff.
Version Approval Signature approves all Red Team members signed on the previous version for
this version. If additional red team members are being authorized for this procedure, member
approval on the signature page is required.

VERSION #
A

REASON FOR REVISION

VERSION
APPROVAL

New SOP for 2016-2017 USLI
Team

DATE

N/A:

DEV.
HOURS
20

See Signature Page

ACTIVE WAIVERS
The following waivers have been reviewed by the procedure approval team and are accepted
based on assessment of additional mitigations put into effect for conducting the test.
#

DESCRIPTION

MITIGATION

EXPIRES

RESPONSIBILITY

No active waivers affect
this SOP.
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PROCEDURE APPROVAL:
I have personally reviewed each of the operational steps of the SOP and have no questions that
the operation can be performed safely and efficiently. I approve all red team personnel assigned
in this document and verify that they have proper training to act in the prescribed test roles
outlined in this procedure.
Summer Roden:

______________________________

Date: ____________

______________________________

Date: ____________

______________________________

Date: ____________

______________________________

Date: ____________

______________________________

Date: ____________

______________________________

Date: ____________

______________________________

Date: ____________

Author
Vivian Braswell:
Safety Officer
Tony Hall:
PRC Facility Engineer
Dr. David Lineberry:
CRW Faculty Advisor
Jason Winningham:
CRW Team Mentor
Dr. Robert Frederick:
PRC Director
Reviewed By:
Bryce Morgan:
Director UAH OEHS
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AUTHORIZED RED TEAM MEMBERS
Individuals identified below are authorized to participate in test operations as Red Team
Members through the SOP approval signatures. By signing the document below, the individuals
acknowledge that they have reviewed the procedure and understand the general and specific
safety requirements, personnel limits, and work descriptions necessary to accomplish their part
of the operation.
Additional Red Team Members may be added to this document without a procedure revision
pending approval of the PRC Director or Laboratory Supervisor or Facility Engineer prior to
participating in the experiment. Additional members require signatures of both the individual to
be added and the approver.
Authorized test individuals agree to abide by and follow the procedure outlined in this document
for conducting the described experiment. Any individual not following procedure during testing
in a manner which jeopardizes other test members will be immediately removed from the red
team and reported to the PRC director.

RED TEAM MEMBERS

AFFILIATION

FIRST AID/CPRAED
CERTIFICATION
DATES

Vivian Braswell

MAE 490 Student

9/16/2016

William Jordan Tuten

MAE 490 Student

10/14/2016

Evan Tingley

GTA

1/29/2016

David Lineberry

PRC Staff

09/11/2015

Daniel Ireland

MAE 490 Student

10/14/2016

Jacob Eaton

MAE 490 Student

10/14/2016

William Carlton

MAE 490 Student

10/14/2016

Robert Jacoby

MAE 490 Student

10/14/2016

Holly Strutzenberg

MAE 490 Student

10/14/2016

Michael Williams

MAE 490 Student

10/14/2016

Harpreet Singh

MAE 490 Student

9/2016
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SIGNATURE

STAFF APPROVAL
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DECLARATIONS
Objective
This SOP establishes procedures and defines safety precautions that will be used to verify
structural integrity of tail cone assembly.

Test Location
The recommended location for this testing is inside of the Johnson Research Center on the UAH
campus. The test setup will mirror the image shown in Figure 1. This location provides a
secured/controlled access area. For all testing, personnel must be behind specified protective
barriers.

Figure 1: Set-up

Roles and Responsibilities
This procedure requires a minimum of 2 test operators. At least one PRC Staff member must be
present in the JRC. This person may serve as one of the two test operators. One of the operators
will be designated as the Safety Monitor and will read procedures during testing. The Safety
Monitor will be identified on the front page of procedure.

Observer Policy
Observers will be allowed under this test procedure pending approval of the PRC Staff. The
occupation limitations of the test area apply to observers as well as test participants. Any
observer must be briefed on the experiment hazards, emergency procedures prior to test
operations, and listed on the title page of the procedure. An observer is required to remain behind
remote physical caution boundaries at all times during red team only operations.
Before operations commence, an observer must be briefed on the potential hazards of the
operation, including:
o High Pressure Hydraulic Fluid
o Debris
Additionally, an observer must be provided personal safety equipment and advised of its use as
defined in Table 1.
Tail Cone Compression Test
PRC-SOP-USLI-014
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Safety Policy
All PRC test operations require a minimum of two operators with First Aid, CPR, and AED
training. Test operations are carried out according to the PRC Facility Usage Policy outlined in
PRC-SOP-001-R01 and supplied in Appendix C. A copy of the facility usage policy will be
provided upon request or may be found on the PRC website http://UAH.edu/prc. In addition to
standard safety requirements the following special requirements apply for this procedure: All
personnel involved with this operation have been empowered to stop any portion of this
operation at any time if they feel it is not proceeding in a safe manner. The PRC Director, PRC
Research Engineer/Laboratory Supervisor, PRC Facility Engineer, and other required personnel
will be notified and a decision on whether to continue the operation will be made at that time. No
safety interlock will be modified, bypassed, or defeated unless the test team has concurred and
are aware of the inherent risks associated with the change. Otherwise, the offender will be
permanently expelled from the PRC and all of its facilities.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Test personnel must wear safety glasses at all times during test operations. Long pants and close
toed shoes are required for testing. Cotton clothing is recommended. The following PPE are
approved through the procedure and Table 1 show when PPEs are necessary:
Table 1 Personal Safety Equipment

Equipment

Period

Approved eye protection

All Times

Closed-toed footwear

All Times

Approved hearing protection Testing
(Optional)

Weather/Emergency
Testing will not be conducted during severe weather that could jeopardize the safety of personnel
and/or equipment. In the event of non-weather related emergency, test operations must be stood
down so test personnel can evacuate test facility. If time does not permit safe mitigation of
hazards, any immediate hazards should be identified to PRC Staff and emergency response
personnel.

Procedure Deviations
At any point during the execution of this SOP any team member may call for a stand down of
test operations to discuss any concern related to safety. Additionally, during the execution of the
SOP any deviation to the procedures outlined in this document must be noted on the procedure
and it must be identified on the cover page that deviations were conducted. Revisions to the
procedure may be required prior to the next test operation. Prior to each test, verify that the
procedures do not require modification due to specific test plan requirements. In the event that
redlines are required during execution, ensure that redlines present no safety, efficiency, or
environmental concerns.

Tail Cone Compression Test
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Materials Needed
Test Stand

Debris Shielding

Assembled Lower Rocket Airframe

C-Clamps (x2)

Safety Glasses

Hydraulic pump

Ear plugs

Pressure Transducer

Fire Extinguisher (verify availability at site)

Camera (optional)

First Aid Kit (includes bottled water)
Nitrile Gloves

Tail Cone Compression Test
PRC-SOP-USLI-014
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TEST PROCEDURES
PRETEST LABORATORY PREPARATION
Inform all guests of emergency exits and other pertinent safety information.
Identify nearest AED location to team and guests.
Place all jewelry and electronic devices, including cell phones, tablets, and radios in an
approved location.
Make sure all personnel and observers are wearing the proper PPE, e.g., safety
glasses, goggles, face shield, hearing protection (if needed).
If testing at the JRC,

o

Setup ‘Debris Shield’ per Figure 1.

Conduct pre-test inspection of tail cone and body tube

o
o

Take pictures and record any observations
If cracks are detected, the component is not fit for testing

Setup camera to record test (optional).

TEST STAND SETUP
Ensure all personnel and observers are wearing safety glasses
Secure and support standoff to the hydraulic actuator with provided one inch bolt
NOTE: The pressure of trapped fluid can penetrate the skin and could cause serious
injury, therefore, tighten all connectors before applying pressure
Connect hydraulic piston to hydraulic actuator
Position test article with the aft oriented at the static plate on the test stand and the
forward fixture on the test stand standoff
C- clamp forward fixture of lower airframe assembly to the standoff
Ensure all personnel and observers are in the Safe Zone
If needed, slowly adjust standoff position using hydraulic piston to ensure that the lower
airframe assembly is slightly in compression

o
o

Tighten valve on hydraulic pump to increase pressure
Slowly move hydraulic pump lever arm to advance the piston

C-clamp the aft fixture of the lower airframe assembly to the fixed frame on the test stand
Initiate DAQ
Verify data collection
Start camera (optional)
Tail Cone Compression Test
PRC-SOP-USLI-014
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TEST PROCEDURES
Verify all personnel are in the Safe Zone and wearing specified PPE
Tighten valve on hydraulic pump to increase pressure
Slowly increase pressure with the hydraulic pump up to desired proof-pressure load of
447 PSI (1000 lbf) or until test article fails
Max Pressure achieved _______________________ psi
Equivalent Max Force _______________________ lbf
Once test is completed untighten valve on hydraulic pump to decrease pressure
NOTE: Hydraulic of trapped fluid can penetrate the skin and could cause serious
injury; therefore, ensure that the release valve is completely untightened and allow the
fluid to bleed out of the line before continuing
Remove C-clamp from aft fixture of the lower airframe assembly
Remove C-clamp from forward fixture of the lower airframe assembly
Remove lower airframe assembly from test area
Stop camera (as required)
Inspect test article and document results
Take pictures of test article

OBSERVATION NOTES:

SHUTDOWN AND PROCEDURE CLOSEOUT
Verify all personnel are wearing specified PPE
Disconnect hydraulic piston from hydraulic actuator
If testing at the JRC,

o

Remove ‘Debris Shield’

Return test equipment to approved location/s as required
Upon completion, the SOP needs to be signed by the participating Red Team members,
Tail Cone Compression Test
PRC-SOP-USLI-014
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scanned, and emailed to the Team Safety Officer.

APPENDIX A: CROSS REFERENCED PROCEDURES
The following procedures are referenced in this SOP and are required for verification purposes.
#

2

SOP Doc #

Description

PRC-SOP-001

UAH Propulsion Research Center – Facility Usage Policy, 1Apr-2012.

CRW-Safety Regulations- Charger Rocket Works – Team Safety Regulations, Jan-2017
RevB

Tail Cone Compression Test
PRC-SOP-USLI-014
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APPENDIX B: RISK ASSESSMENT

Item #: (number and letter) The number indicates the failure mode and the letter indicates a unique Cause for that failure mode. Each failure mode is a unique number and each
cause is a unique letter
Failure Mode: Specific hazard (Inadvertent Ignition, Spill, Over pressurization, etc.)
Failure Cause: Causes of the failure modes (plugged nozzle, electrostatic discharge, etc.)
Potential Effects: Effect on personnel safety or equipment. Potential for harm to personnel or damage to equipment.
Haz Cat: Initial hazard ranking of the hazard without any safeguards in place (From Table above)
Safeguards: Equipment, specifications, safety by design. Controls, Design, Procedures in place to prevent the Failure cause.
HazCat: Hazard ranking after Safeguards are inplace. (should be lower)
Recommendations/Emergency Actions: Mitigating Solution

Tail Cone Compression Test
PRC-SOP-USLI-014
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ITEM
FAILURE MODE
#

1a

Exposure to
flying debris

FAILURE
CAUSE

Test article failure

POTENTIAL
EFFECTS

 Damage to facility
 Injury from debris

 Damage to skin,
tissue, and/or bone

2a

Pinching/clamping Unsafe work
hand
practices

3a

 Hydraulic
Exposure to high
actuator failure
pressure hydraulic  Hydraulic pump
oil
or actuator
tubing cracks

 Serious risk to skin
and/or eyes

4a

Inadvertent
damage to test
article

 Accidental drop
of test article
 Overloading
with hydraulic
pump

 Damage or fracture
to test article
 Test failure

Tail Cone Compression Test
PRC-SOP-USLI-014

HAZ

SAFEGUARDS

CAT

3B

HAZ
CAT

 Debris shields will be
used to prevent injury
to personnel and/or
facility
 Access to test area is
restricted when
testing

3D

2D

 Safe operating
procedures in place
 Only trained
personnel are allowed
to participate in
testing

2E

2D

 Safe operating
procedures in place
 Only trained
personnel are allowed
to participate in
testing

2E

3C

 Only trained
personnel are allowed
to participate in
testing
 Safe work practices

3D
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APPENDIX C: UAH PRC FACILITY USAGE POLICY
UAH Propulsion Research Center – Facility Usage Policy
The Propulsion Research Center (PRC) conducts research, produces publications, and mentors
students in advanced propulsion technologies and their applications. The PRC connects the
academic research community and propulsion community through interdisciplinary
collaboration. Use of the facility requires prior written approval of the PRC Director.
The Propulsion Research Center laboratories were established to provide UAHuntsville faculty,
staff, and students, state-of-the-art facilities for conducting basic and applied research on
propulsion systems and related sciences. The PRC was established to provide students a “handson” education in propulsion. The facilities may be used for sponsored research projects, PRC
staff and Graduate Student research projects, and approved UAHuntsville undergraduate
research projects. The Propulsion Research Center acknowledges that hazards are inherent to the
nature of the research conducted in the facilities that require strict adherence to facility rules and
protocols for anyone engaged in research in the PRC laboratories. PRC facility protocol is as
follows:
1. All PRC Test operations are under the authority of the PRC Director and UAH campus
safety practices.
2. All personnel involved in testing are UAH employees, UAH students under PRC
supervision, customers with an active contract with UAH, or those with other formal
arrangements agreed to in writing by the University.
3. All tests involving pressures over 100 psi, high voltage, combustion, or other sources of
possibly injury require a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP), reviewed and signed by
the test Red Team (see below), and approved by the PRC Director.
4. The tests are conducted by a designated Red Team who has at least one UAH staff
member and has at least two members who are Red Cross Safety and CPR/AED
Certified.
5. After any major test anomaly, all PRC test operations are automatically suspended until a
determination of the basic cause of the incident is determined and all active SOPs are
reviewed in light of the findings of the incident before resuming testing. A verbal report
of the incident will be given to the V.P. of Research and a representative of Campus
Safety within 24 hours of the incident.

__________________________________
Robert
Interim Director PRC

Tail Cone Compression Test
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APPENDIX D: EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION
In the event of an emergency, respond in accordance with off-nominal procedures defined in this
SOP and in accordance with the appropriate section in the UAH PRC Safety Program dated 22Feb-2013.
Emergency contact numbers are provided below.
Emergency Phone Numbers
Police
Fire Department

911
(256) 824-6911
(6911 from campus phone)

Hazardous Materials Incident
Utility Failure
PRC Contacts
Tony Hall
David Lineberry
Robert Frederick
PRC Main Office
High Pressure Lab Phone
JRC Test Stand
Bryce Morgan/OEHS (Office of Environmental
Health and Safety)
Other Emergency Numbers of Interest
UAH Campus Police Department
Huntsville Police Department
Madison County Sheriff’s Office
Alabama State Troopers
Huntsville Hospital

Office : (256) 824-2887
Office : (256) 824-2888
Office : (256) 824-7200
(256) 824-7209
(256) 824-6031
(256) 824-2857
(256) 824-6053

(256) 824-6911
(256) 722-7100
(256) 722-7181
(334) 242-4371
(256) 265-1000

In the event of a non-emergency reportable incident call the numbers below in the following
order.
1. Dr. Robert Frederick (Dr. David Lineberry as an alternate)
Office: (256) 824-7200
Cell: (256) 503-4909
2. UAHuntsville Police (Non-Emergency)
(256) 824-6596
6596 (from campus phone)

Tail Cone Compression Test
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APPENDIX E: DEBRIS SHEILD PLACEMENT

Figure 2: Warning Barricade Location Schematic
Tail Cone Compression Test
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APPENDIX F: SAFETY TRAINING FOR HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
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APPENDIX G: MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
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